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C. elegans

• 302 neurons, 959 cells

• Some neurons have known functions

• Example: “egg laying neuron”

• The only organism with a “completely known” neural 
connectome

• Obtained via electron microscopy circuit tracing in 
the late 1980s

• Includes both chemical synapses and electrical “gap 
junctions”



Connectome



Connectome



So why can’t we just run a simulation?



So why can’t we just run a simulation?

• Unknown “polarities”: excitatory vs. inhibitory

• Unknown roles for neuro-modulators

• Unknown dynamical laws of neurons & networks



Synapse polarities
Approach #1: brute-force optimization to match limited 

  activity or behavior datasets 
  (including in the presence of “ablations”)

Simulate “tap reversal reflex”

Compare with experimental reversal propensity

Repeat as a function of various “ablations” to the circuit
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Synapse polarities
Approach #1: brute-force optimization to match limited 

  activity or behavior datasets 
  (including in the presence of “ablations”)

Only works for small circuits

Combinatorial explosion

Not “ground truth”



Synapse polarities
Approach #2: use neurotransmitter gene expression data

The neurons which are taken to be 
inhibitory are those that express GABA: 

DVB, AVL, RIS, 
DD01–DD06, 
VD01–VD13, 
and the four RME neurons



Neuromodulators



Let’s just give it a try anyway
• Assume each neuron’s membrane voltage is iso-potential

• One variable per cell

• Capacitive charging of membrane, leak conductance of membrane

• Gap junction as a resistor between cells

• Synapse as a dynamic nonlinear resistor + battery (reversal potential)

• Inhibitory synapses have a negative reversal potential 
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reduce to a “classical” small sub-circuit relevant for tap-response

http://www.bsys.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/pub/pdf/J/J_153.pdf

http://www.bsys.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/pub/pdf/J/J_153.pdf
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Let’s just give it a try anyway

Python code based on Kunert 2014 and OpenWorm

Kunert’s claim: this 2-mode oscillation is biologically significant

HOWEVER:

A very wide class of systems can exhibit a bifurcation leading to 2-
mode oscillation: is this due to a particular feature of the connectome?

I find that the properties of this oscillation are 
quite parameter-sensitive (e.g., 2-mode vs. 3-mode)

It is not clear the parameters used are realistic

I see this even in the reduced circuit: not a “whole network” property 
but rather a sub-circuit property?



How to obtain “ground-truth” dynamics?



How to obtain “ground-truth” dynamics?

Light-field microscopy: 3D picture in a single 2D snapshot



How to obtain “ground-truth” dynamics?

Genetically encoded calcium indicators (nucleus-localized)
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How to obtain “ground-truth” dynamics?

[Switch to movie]



Current targets:

Resolution improvement

Cell segmentation currently manual:

fully automatic segmentation likely needs a slight resolution boost

automatically co-register observed cells with known cell positions

Field of view improvement:

to allow imaging the freely moving worm 

How to obtain “ground-truth” dynamics?



Activity maps in the context of behavior:

automatically co-registered w/ known connectome

Behavior as an “index” for “meaningful” patterns

Constrain the forms of the dynamical equations: 

what are the “conservation laws” of neural dynamics?

Where we want to go


